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A thorough understanding of the interrelationship of the geologic his
tory, thermal maturation, and petrographic characteristics of a coal bed is 
necessary to interpret its present methane content. Coalification of 
organic matter occurs contemporaneously with burial through the inter
action of temperature and pressure during geologic time. In initial stages 
of coalification, pressure is an important factor in volume, pore, and 
moisture reduction. In later stages of coaHfication, temperature and 
duration of heating are more significant. During this period, methane 
and other gases are generated as coalification by-products. The degree of 
coalification, referred to as rank or thermal maturity, is commonly mea
sured by vitrinite reflectance. This value has been used by the Bureau of 
Mines to determine the rank of Permian and Pennsylvanian coal beds 
from several boreholes in southwestern Pennsylvania. From these values, 
estimates of former depths of burial and coalification temperatures may 
be made. Owing to the discontinuous nature of the Permian coal beds, 
detailed lithologic correlation of noncoal marker units was necessary to 
ensure that the coal bed reflectance values were placed in proper strati-
graphic sequence. The thermal maturity, as indicated by vitrinite reflec
tance, was found to relate directly to by-product gas content. 

The average vitrinite reflectance gradient of all the bore holes is 
0.10%/100 m (320 ft), which corresponds to gradients measured for the 
Rocky Mountain Foothills of Canada. An estimate of the paleogeother-
mal gradient for the study area, using the Karweil nomogram to appraise 
the paleotemperatures of the coal beds, indicates a significantly higher 
gradient than that proposed earlier. The former maximum depth of burial 
for these coal beds, based on the estimated paleogeothermal gradient, 
would be 1.2-1.5 km (0.7-0.9 mi). 
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High Fluid-Inclusion Homogenization Temperatures in Carbonates of 
Lower Ordovician Beekmantown Group in Northern Appalachian Basin 

Data from analysis of fluid inclusions in carbonates of the northern 
Appalachian basin indicate higher paleotemperatures and greater depths 
of burial than have been inferred for the rocks of this region. 

Preliminary research has revealed fluid homogenization temperatures 
averaging 96°C (205°F) for the formation of saddle dolomite, I14°C-
nO-C (237''F-338°F) for calcite vein fillings, and 290°C (554°F) for cal-
cite cements in samples from the Mohawk and Champlain valleys of New 
York state. 

The calcite-filled veins sampled in the Champlain valley of eastern New 
York display higher average homogenization temperatures than similar 
veins from the Mohawk valley of central New York. This difference may 
reflect a higher post-Early Ordovician paleogeothermal gradient opera
tive in eastern New York. 

Drusy calcite cements in samples from central New York are inter
preted as precipitates from saline brines having temperatures between 
267°C (512°F) and 302°C (576°F). These temperatures support cono-
dont alteration data obtained by others for the rocks of this area. 

Using a geothermal gradient of 25°C/km (72°F/mi), a former depth 
of burial in excess of 9 km (5.6 mi) is implied. Seismic and gravity data do 
not show evidence of the presence of post-Early Ordovician shallow plu-
tons. Therefore, it appears unlikely that precipitation at the high temper
atures measured resulted from magma-derived hot meteoric fluids. 
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Stratigraphy and Structure of Clinton Section in Wayne County, Ohio 

The Clinton section in Wayne County represents a clastic wedge of the 
Lower Silurian Albian Group. It was deposited on the distal flank of the 
Appalachian basin as a result of the Taconic orogeny. The section extends 
vertically from the Queenston unconformity to the base of the Packer 
shell (Brassfield Limestone). It is primarily composed of sandstone, 
shale, limestone, and dolostone. Within this stratigraphic section, the 
sandstone facies is an important hydrocarbon reservoir rock. The sand
stone facies pinches out laterally along a north-south depositional limit 
that is roughly located along the western boundary of Wayne County 

The study relied primarily on geophysical log data. However, drill cut
tings were used to correlate lithologies to specific curve assemblages on 
the geophysical logs. This helped define lithologies to logs in areas where 
drill cuttings were lacking. Eight cross sections—four north-south and 
four east-west—show the complexity of the intertonguing clastic and car
bonate deposits resuhing from the progradation and shifting of deltaic 
and nearshore marine environments. The cross sections also show that 
the driller's terms of stray, red (1st), and white (2nd) Clinton sandstone 
are arbitrary units and are not temporally equivalent or correlative from 
well to well over great distances. 

Stratigraphic interpretations indicate that the deposition of the Clinton 
section began with a marine transgression from the northwest across a 
subaerially exposed coastal plain that was deposited as the distal end of 
the Ordovician Queenston deha. This transgression reworked the upper 
Queenston sediments and redeposited them as calcareous silts and sands. 
Renewed uplift of the Taconic highlands caused a clastic influx into the 
areas and a relative regression of the sea. These sediments were deposited 
in prodeltaic and lower delta-plain environments. Some of the sediments 
were reworked offshore by ocean currents and wave action and redepos
ited as of f shore bars. As the influx of Taconic sediment ended, muds were 
deposited, which were eventually transgressed by a carbonate-rich sea. A 
limestone unit, the Packer Shell, was then deposited ending the Alexan
drian Epoch. 

The structural setting is one of homoclinal dip to the southeast, with 
localized basement-controlled, minor folds normal to the basinal axis. 
Small-scale faulting can also be seen on structure maps of the base of the 
Packer Shell and the top of the Queenston. Local structural highs and 
faults affect oil and gas production in this mainly stratigraphic trap. 
Local structure commonly segregates the oil and gas in the same reservoir 
body. 
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Oriskany Sandstone Lithofacies, Paleoenvironment, and Fracture 
Porosity in Somerset County, Pennsylvania 

The Lower Devonian Oriskany (Ridgeley) Sandstone is an important 
deep exploration target in the Appalachian basin. In outcrop, the Ori
skany is typically a calcareous quartzarenite with few discernible litho
logic variations. Petrographic examination of two drill cores of the 
Oriskany-Needmore Shale interval from south-central Somerset County 
indicates that identifiable lithofacies of the upper Oriskany Sandstone 
exist in the subsurface. Oriskany lithofacies are defined as sihca-
cemented quartzarenite, sandy biosparite, calcareous-cemented quartz 
wacke, and coquinoid calcareous-cemented quartzarenite. These lithofa
cies are interpreted as depositional features of a shallow marine sand-bar 
complex, corresponding to central-bar, bar-margin, interbar, and storm-
generated sheet-sand (tempestite) depositional units. Paleoenviron-
mental interpretations are supported by diagnostic trace-fossil 
assemblages and coarsening-upward grain size trends indicative of verti
cally stacked marine bars. Correlation of gamma-ray logs from Oriskany 
wells across Somerset County suggests that these marine bars are laterally 
discontinuous and may change abruptly in thickness over relatively short 
distances. The basinal Needmore Shale overlies the Oriskany in this area, 
indicating a deepening of the depositional setting after Oriskany deposi
tion. 

Although vertically oriented fractures were observed in all the Ori
skany hthofacies and Needmore Shale, most of the fractures are healed 
by secondary calcite. Fracture porosity occurs primarily in the silica-
cemented quartzarenite lithofacies, or central-bar paleoenvironmental 
unit. The quartzarenite lithofacies is recognizable on gamma-ray logs by 
its blocky, low API unit signature at the top of sequences that exhibit a 
downward increase in shale content. As the presence of fracture porosity 
is important in Oriskany natural gas production in this region, central-bar 
units are primary targets for exploration. 
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Geology of Trenton Limestone (Middle Ordovician) of Northwestern 
Ohio 

The Middle Ordovician Trenton Limestone has produced over 350 mil
lion bbl of oil and an unestimable amount of gas from reservoirs in north-


